Koda octavia 2013

Skoda has begun testing the next generation Octavia months ago, and today the company
finally decided to release the official information of its best sold model ever. The model arrives
just two months after the official unveiling of the new Rapid and will be put on sale early in The
new Skoda Octavia will replace the second generation unveiled back in and will move from the
current A5 PQ35 platform to the new MQB platform. This is also the platform used for the
seventh generation Golf , which means that the next Skoda will share most of its technical parts
with the Golf. The new generation Octavia will be offering a new exterior design language - also
seen on the Rapid sedan - and will deliver "lots of room, quality, precise workmanship, modern,
mature technology, timeless design, high functionality and the best price-value ratio. Hit the
jump to read more about the new generation Octavia. The wheelbase will also be mm 4. On the
exterior the new Octavia looks sportier and more dynamic than the model it replaces thanks to
its more pronounced horizontal lines and the new coupe-like silhouette. The rear has also been
redesigned so it now offers precision, classiness and perfect proportions. The interior has also
been completely redesigned with better quality materials and new technologies, including an
all-new generation of radio and radio navigation systems. Under the hood Skoda will place a
lineup of newly developed petrol and diesel engines. For the first time the Octavia will be
offered with a 1. Next to this engine, the sedan will receive four new petrol engine and three
other modern TDI common-rail diesel engines. All engines, except the entry-level petrol and
diesel options, will be offered with start-stop system and recuperation. Customers will have the
possibility to choose between both manual and automatic DSG transmissions, with
all-wheel-drive versions arriving at a later date. The new generation Skoda Octavia will go on
sale early in Prices will be announced at a later date. The list of competitors for the new Octavia
will include the usual models: Toyota Camry , Ford Mondeo and Honda Accord - all of them
recently updated with new exterior looks and improved engines. The Camry received a revised
2. Our aim was to make this car even better for its third generation. This is reflected in the
values of the new Octavia â€” it is a class of its own. This is down to the generous space
offering, but also the fusion of an elegant saloon shape with the practical advantages of car with
a large hatch, a fusion that is unique in this segment. The new generation confirms this
uniqueness. It is a car with middle-class qualities at a compact-car price. It is an ideal car for
demanding, confident customers expecting a modern Octavia with all its good values. No other
car in the compact segment offers more interior length 1, mm , more knee room 73 mm and
more headroom at the back mm. Also best in class is the boot volume at litres. Compared to its
predecessor, the Octavia has grown significantly in length and width. The new model is 90 mm
longer and 45 mm wider than the second-generation Octavia. At the same time, the wheelbase
has grown by mm, mainly benefiting the interior and space on the rear seats. This is down to
the long wheelbase as well as to the shortened front overhang and a C pillar pulled far
backwards. Its rear aspect is also about precision, classiness and perfect proportions.
Everything is in the right place, well-positioned and tidy. These systems help avoid accidents or
mitigate their consequences for occupants and other road users. In the event of an accident, a
comprehensive package of passive safety elements provides optimum protection for driver and
occupants. In the area of passive safety, up to nine airbags, finely interacting with 3-point safety
belts, shield occupants from injury. In all, four petrol engines, all with cutting-edge TSI
technology, and four modern TDI common-rail diesel engines are available, with a natural-gas
version planned for later. Except for the relevant entry-level petrol and diesel option, all engines
now are available in a Green tec version with a start-stop system and recuperation. The line-up
runs all the way to the top option, the 1. Modern manual and automatic DSG transmissions are
available, with all-wheel-drive versions in the works. This was achieved thanks to resolute
lightweight engineering, a progressive body design, utilisation of high- and ultra-tensile steel
and a careful selection of materials. Actual weight reduction will vary depending on buildability
of each vehicle configuration. The new Intelligent Light Assistant will switch to high beam and
back automatically, increasing comfort and safety in traffic. The Automatic Parking Assistant
makes parking the Octavia in and out easier. Driving Mode Selection enables drivers to set
certain vehicle driving characteristics at the push of the button. Touch displays with proximity
sensors and swiping functionality will be available in higher-level systems, while the new
CANTON sound system and an acoustically optimised passenger space provide pure listening
pleasure. Depending on trim level, the following items are available either as standard or as an
option. They include foldable cargo elements for the boot, enabling safe anchoring of objects
on the floor. An ice scraper is placed inside the filler flap. A multimedia holder has space for an
iPod, a mobile phone and the like. Also on board are the fuel-error prevention function and a
boot cover folding away behind the rear seats. Read More. View the full press release Hide
press release. What do you think? Car Finder:. Skoda Octavia. Competing Vehicles. Active
filters:. About US. Contact Us. Automotive journalist job. It shares its name with an earlier

model produced between and Four generations of the modern-era Octavia model have been
introduced to date, delivered with five-door liftback saloon or five-door estate styles only. The
car is front engined, both front- or four-wheel drive are offered. Around five million units have
been sold in its two decades of presence on the market. The current generation is available in
wide range of derivatives, i. In the United Kingdom, sales began in and the mid-size car was a
success, nearing the success of established large family car favourites such as the Ford
Mondeo and Vauxhall Vectra. The first generation Octavia had a facelift in , [9] and was still
manufactured and marketed in some markets, even after the second generation was introduced
in In Germany, and other parts of West Europe, as well as Asia, the first generation model was
marketed as the Octavia Tour, while the newer model is marketed as the Octavia. In some
markets, the first generation Octavia was still known as Octavia, and the newer model was
referred to as the new Octavia, Octavia5 Greece or Laura India. In India, Octavia was launched in
and was an instant hit with Indians for its frugal engines and solid build. It became a huge
success in India, selling 44, units. Revisions to the facelifted model included independent rear
suspension and revised interior. The 4x4 option was only available with the 1. The other 6-speed
manual model was the 1. The vRS was the top-level and quickest specification and used a 1.
These differ from normal vRS Octavias, as they are produced in white, have rally decals and
have additional accessories as standard such as ESP, xenon lights, heated front seats. The
engines used are the same as for many other cars in the Volkswagen Group : [12]. The packege
includes, reprogrammed ECU from a Greek developer named "Maravellias" and some details
from RS model such as bumpers, wheels,3 spokes. They barely produced HP Responsible for
the design were Thomas Ingenlath and Peter Wouda. Along with a new internal-combustion
engine range, also shared with other models of the Volkswagen Group, body changes included
more legroom for rear-seat passengers a weak point in the original model and increased ground
clearance at front and rear to reduce the risk of grounding on steep ramps or facing kerbs. In
India, the second-generation Octavia was marketed as the Laura to distinguish it from the first
generation. However, the first generation ended production in India in , [17] and as of , the
Laura's price was reduced and was competing in its predecessor's segment. Two
four-wheel-drive versions of the Octavia are made: the 4x4 and the Scout, both featuring a
Haldex Traction four-wheel-drive system, based on a computer-controlled clutch centre
coupling. The Scout, announced in , [18] is only available with the estate body style, and has
several crossover -style exterior modifications, such as larger bumpers. Several engine options
are available. All diesel engines are turbocharged direct injection TDI engines. All models come
with four airbags , electric front windows, air conditioning, central locking and antilock braking
system. In some markets, including British [21] and Czech, [22] a version aimed to lower fuel
consumption called Greenline is also available. A facelifted version was launched in , after
being formally unveiled at the Paris Motor Show. The modifications of the facelifted version
include aesthetic exterior changes, mechanical changes, and interior features. Some changes
were made to the range of available engines and manual and automatic gearboxes , with the 1.
Inside the car, the stereo and steering wheels were revised, along with some of the interior trim.
Previously, photos of the car covered in light camouflage were released to the media in late
October , [32] after other pre-production cars had already been spotted on several occasions
during the same month. The radar sensor in the front bumper monitors the area in front of the
vehicle and continually evaluates the distance, direction, and speed of all nearby objects not
only traffic. This radar provides data for two assistants in the Octavia: Front Assistant forward
collision warning and emergency braking and Adaptive Cruise Assistant adaptive cruise
control. A monochromatic fixed-focus multifunction camera is mounted on the windscreen in
front of the rear mirror and allows the function of Lane Assistant lane-keeping system ,
Intelligent Light Assistant automatic control of the high beams , and Traffic Sign Recognition
recognises and shows traffic signs on displays of both on-board computer and satellite
navigation. Added to this are assists, whose functionality is based on evaluating data provided
by ESC or steering sensors: Crew Protect Assistant proactive passenger protection , and Driver
Activity Assistant fatigue detection. The Octavia also offers a Phone Box, a storage
compartment for the mobile phone with a planar antenna at the bottom of the compartment,
which permits a so-called inductive exterior antenna connection. The two environmentally
friendly versions of the Octavia are: the GreenLine version with 1. The all-wheel-drive Octavia
Combi can be powered by one petrol 1. The Octavia RS, available in both the sedan and estate
body styles, was premiered at the Goodwood Festival of Speed The frequency and intensity of
the sound are dependent not only on the profile chosen but also on the engine revolutions,
driving speed, and engine load the throttle pedal position. The generated sound is directed
inside the cabin, especially to the front seat area. In early , the third-generation facelift Octavia
arrived in the showrooms, with the main visible difference being the split front headlights.

Overview of engines available for the third-generation Octavia A7, Typ 5E with front-wheel drive,
including the vRS version. The main changes brought mainly split front headlights, a solid
centre section between the front grille, and a new system for predictive pedestrian protection.
Plastic exterior side door mouldings were absent on the facelift Scout model. The first cars were
delivered to customers before spring. The fourth-generation Octavia was revealed in Prague on
11 November It was scheduled to be delivered to customers starting from June The new
generation Octavia features many new technologies. Another new technologies include two 10"
displays, wireless smartphone charging, up to 5 USB-C ports, a new Sound System by Canton,
a classic shifting stick of automatic gearbox is replaced with a new joystick, and new safety
features such as taking control of steering in case of a possible accident, checking for
oncoming vehicles when opening doors or detection of the unconscious driver. Since June , the
Octavia is sold as an estate and liftback with standard petrol and diesel engines. From
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non-VW Group based platform. Presenting the OCTAVIA, a roomy model that, because it lives
like you, is as versatile in business situations as it is practical within the family. With its
compact dimensions, state-of-the-art driver-assistance systems and exceptional comfort, it is
perfect for city traffic and long hauls alike. Enjoy your drive to the full. Watch the videos how it
works. See for yourselves. The luggage compartment can handle to 1, l or to 1, l in the estate.
You will appreciate numerous Simply Clever solutions to keep your cargo safely fixed in place:
Four hooks, three nets, and Velcro cargo elements. Simply turn on Predictive Cruise Control
and see the miles speed by. The adjustable Head-up display will clearly display the most
relevant information. When you need to park, the Parking Spaces service will advise you where
to find a free space. Then you simply let Park Assist find a suitable spot and guide the car into
it. If there is a risk of colliding with another vehicle or a cyclist as you get out of the car, the Exit
Warning system alerts you to this danger. Backseat passengers will appreciate the Sleep
Package only in the estate version , featuring adjustable head restraints. Passengers can also
plug into any of up to 5 USB-C connectors. Dynamic Chassis Control with adjustable shock
absorbers will ensure that travelling is comfortable whatever the circumstances. After your ride,
you can hide the towbar away in a single movement. Turn on the auxiliary heating with your
smartphone to heat the car up. The heated windscreen will deal with any snow. Your skis will fit
through a load-through area behind the rear armrest. The heated steering wheel and four heated
seats will warm you up. The driver, front passenger, and rear passengers can all set their own
preferred temperatures with the Climatronic three-zone air-conditioning. Friday night is perfect
for a romantic dinner for two. As you make your way to the restaurant, relax in the AGR-certified
front seats offering ventilation, massage, and adjustable cushion length. The interior puts you
in the mood with the LED ambient lighting. But where did you park? Find out with Parking
Position. Rely on maximum safety and enjoy the powerful yet thrifty engines. The very best the
world of connectivity has to offer is the icing on the cake. Check out each of them in more detail
and find out what they offer. To commute to work in the city in silence, use the electric drive
with a WLTP-verified range of up to 60 km, which releases no emissions into the streets. The
drive system combining a petrol engine and electric motor delivers maximum system power of
kW and torque of up to Nm. Another possibility is to recharge or maintain the level of charge in
the battery while driving, using the petrol engine and brake energy recovery. Even an
eco-friendly drive can be combined with a car teeming with emotion. Enjoy the kW power

output, sport chassis, progressive steering and other features. All graced with black add-ons
and a sporty interior for a fully dynamic design. The l boot capacity offers outstanding
practicality and great utility, with easy access are given. The shapes of the box are not only
designed with regard to the maximum utilization of the inner space but they simultaneously
respect the needs of aerodynamics. The lockable rooftop bicycle holder provides a secure
means of transporting bicycles, for example when embarking on a cycling holiday over the
summer. They have stainless steel inserts making for a highly effective design. Your best friend
if you're in for a long trip and you want to keep your rear passengers entertained. This started
the story of our most successful model. Get to know it more intimately! Find out the details
about the equipment, technology and Simply Clever features. Check out the price list, or order a
test drive. Test Drive. Car Configurator. Active anchor. Countries Test Drive Car Configurator.
Mobile Apps. Simply Clever. Owner's Manuals. Scooter Recall Information. Recall Actions. The
perfectly balanced proportions conceal an even bigger luggage compartment. The front apron
and the razor-sharp, narrow headlights are a visual delight. The head-up display projects
important information directly onto the windscreen. Enjoy one-finger automatic transmission
control with the shift-by-wire selector. The luggage compartment accommodates l and expands
to as much as 1, l. Exterior Interior. All connection options. Umbrella or hand brush storage.
Electric child safety lock. Retractable sun blinds. Mobile phone pockets. Holders for 1. Jumbo
Box with adjustable armrest. USB-C in the rear-view mirror. Canton sound system. Phone Box
with inductive charging. Electric tailgate. Boot nets. Double-sided boot liner. Electrically
retractable tow bar. What is it? The new-generation Skoda Octavia, billed as the roomiest car in
the compact class. Technical highlights? More car for less weight is the key innovation, with all
that means for pace and fuel efficiency. There's a lot of electronic cleverness, too, as befits the
Octavia's new role as a 'premium' Skoda. Engines are 1. And, as headlined above, a 1. This
engine is matched to sophisticated multi-link rear suspension, while all the others make do with
a torsion beam. What's it like to drive? The 1. That's the combination of accurate rear
suspension and a relatively lightweight engine at work, making this Octavia a grippy, deft
device to fling through bends. By comparison the torsion-beam cars feel looser around the
straight-ahead and have a more fidgety ride. The effortlessly torquey, bhp 2. All of them have
too much brake-servo assistance. High-end versions of all come with selectable Normal, Sport,
Eco and Individual settings which tailor steering weight and accelerator response but not
dampers ; the 1. How does it compare? The Octavia comes across as upmarket of the Leon
thanks to its higher-quality interior trim and smarter graphics, and it treads surprisingly closely
to the Golf's and A3's toes here. Objectively it's completely competitive with its relatives and
with rivals such as the Focus, the Astra and the rest. Really, though, its size almost puts it in the
class above. Which makes it, objectively, a very smart buy if you can embrace the badge. As
any thinking car nut should. Anything else I need to know? It isn't in the plan because Skoda
GB thinks there is no market for it. Buyers who like its attributes are unlikely to want a Skoda,
goes the reasoning. It would be good to see the 1. That will have around bhp and come, like the
rest of the range, with either manual or DSG gearboxes. By then, too, we'll have estate-car
versions, planned for launch in March. GMA T. Skip to Content Skip to Footer. Find a car review
Make Make. Model Model. Reviews Home Skoda Octavia Octavia hatchback. Evo rating. More
reviews. Engine In-line 4-cyl, cc, turbocharged Max power bhp rpm Max torque lb ft rpm 7. Share
this on Twitter Share this on Facebook Email. Most Popular. Mercedes C-Class. New C-class to
launch as four-cylinder only; AMGs expected to be the same. Track cars. Skip to Header Skip to
Content. Posted by Karl Feb 12, Skoda 0. The pack includes Service, engine, gearbox and repair
manuals to name but a few. Note that these documents are for entertainment purposes. We take
no responsibility for the information contained in them or any harm which may occur but their
use, misuse or not using them at all. Note that the documents above are not hosted on our
server. We have merely shared their location with you. Any restrictions regarding copyright are
your responsibility to ensure you adhere to any restrictions placed upon the files. You have
been warned. Let us know how you get on with them in the comments below, and be sure to
report back with any juicy information you find in them. Be sure to check out the following
articles. Karl is the editor and owner of this glorious website. He currently writes for numerous
environmental websites, producing content for the greater good. His experience in graphic
design, Wordpress and all things automotive have helped sculpt Hypermiler. He has numerous
IT qualifications, a red belt in Taekwondo and likes craft Ales. Get in touch via our Contact
Page. Your email address will not be published. About The Author. Karl Karl is the editor and
owner of this glorious website. Related Posts. Leave a reply Cancel reply Your email address
will not be published. DPF Cleaning Aditives. EGR Cleaning Sprays. The Diesel engine is cc
while the Petrol engine is cc and cc. Depending upon the variant and fuel type the Octavia has a
mileage of The Octavia is a 5 seater and has length of mm, width of mm and a wheelbase of mm.
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ent. The vehicle is the fastest in its Look and Style: Good just got better! Maintains the
executive looks but is aggressive enough to be called as a modern looking car Comfort: Ride is
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